7 QUESTIONS TO
ASK YOUR
POTENTIAL
WEDDING DJ
Not all DJs are created equal! It’s important to
hire a DJ that is the right fit for YOU! These
questions can help you select a DJ that
understands you as a couple and is committed to
making your dream wedding a reality!

1

CAN YOU SHOW ME VIDEOS OF
YOUR PAST WORK?
You want to be able to see what the DJ looks like, sounds
like, and how he or she performs before you book them.
Every reputable wedding DJ should have videos of them
providing services — the more videos the better.

2

DO YOU HAVE INSURANCE?
Many venues require liability insurance. If the DJ does not
have insurance, we would advise not having them DJ your
wedding.

3

HOW MANY WEDDINGS DO
YOU DO A YEAR?
You want a DJ that lives and breathes weddings. Parttimers can be behind on the trends and popular wedding
music and might not have the best gear. We recommend
that you look for a DJ that is performing at 20-50 weddings
a year.

4

HOW ARE YOU DIFFERENT
FROM ALL THE OTHER DJS?
This question is key in making sure you and the DJ are on
the same page. Is he or she providing something that other
DJs are not? Can you trust your DJ to help make your
dream wedding a reality?

5

WHAT HAPPENS IF THERE IS AN
EMERGENCY AND YOU CAN'T DJ?
Every DJ should have multiple backup plans in case of
emergency. We have one backup DJ for every wedding that
we provide services for.

6

WHAT HAPPENS IF YOUR
EQUIPMENT FAILS?
Unfortunately, things happen and the event might not go as
planned. When these times come up, your DJ should have
backups for all essential gear and equipment including
microphones, speakers, and most importantly music.

7

WHAT DOES PLANNING LOOK
LIKE?

Most great DJs will provide you with an online planning
platform in which you will be able to select music and
answer important logistical questions to ensure the day
of your wedding goes exactly how you imagine.

If You Are Still Looking for A San Diego
Wedding DJ Then Look No Further!

We know choosing a Wedding DJ & MC for your
BIGGESTday is important. (It can make or break your
wedding!)
We'd be honored to work with you and create the perfect
wedding you are after.
With over 100 five-star reviews we can guarentee a
perfect party that you and your guests will never forget!

Inquire About Your Wedding Date at
www.DiaEnt.com/contact

